Passerby

photos by Preston LaFarge
text by Leo Martin
curious things

cities

these poor, strange creatures

that they exist in contradiction

alluring, alienating,

often by design.
look,
  look again

you told yourself
you told them
you were,
    Kin

wondering
waiting
wanting,

to believe
that things would
  change

a skyline
a bay
a train

each with
    (un)limited views
this zine was the synthesis of contemporaneous photographs taken by Preston 8/2019 during a weekend visit to Boston, with, “curious things,” and “denizen,” written by Leo. This zine was set in 14/16 Miriam Fixed.

Preston LaFarge is a an ex-academic, artist, gay Mexican communist living in Texas.

Leonard “Leo” Martin is a music librarian, educator and veteran from Texas. He currently is based out of Boston, MA.